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SOUTHWESTERN FRANCE : THE CASE OF
THE HAUT QUERCY (LOT, FRANCE)
Nicolas Valdeyron, Bruno Bosc-Zanardo & Thomas Briand

Abstract
269

Following a recent quantitative and qualitative renewal of archaeological research in the Quercy, this region has become
particularly favourable for analyses of the cultural dynamics of Mesolithic societies in southwestern France. These
dynamics, principally associated with the evolution of projectile points, are most clearly manifest in the appearance
of broad weapon elements (trapeze microliths and other evolved points) at the beginning of the seventh millennium
cal BC. Through still poorly understood scenarios, these pieces replace narrow weapon elements (geometric or not).
We have developed a research program concerning several thousands of objects recovered at five recently or currently
excavated sites in order to obtain a better understanding of these evolutionary processes and to attempt to determine
their modalities, rhythms and signification. In this paper, we present the current state of this work and the results
obtained for the earliest phases of the Mesolithic.

Key-words : Mesolithic, southwestern France, Quercy, cultural dynamics, weapon armatures.
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The evolution of stone weapon elements and cultural dynamics during the Mesolithic in Southwestern France ...

I ntroduction

Barrière at Rouffignac: the Sauveterrian with trapezes

In southwestern France , as elsewhere in western

was thus introduced, this terminology clearly indicating

Europe, the beginning of the Mesolithic is characterised

a supposed relationship between assemblages with

by the generalization of geometric microlithic weapon

triangles and those with trapezes. At around the same

elements (most often triangles and less often segments),

time and following a new study of the artefacts excavated

accompanied by other points that were also made on

by Coulonges at Roc Allan and Martinet, J. Roussot-

narrow blanks detached by direct percussion. During

Larroque developed her theory of the Roucadourian

the first half of the seventh millennium cal BC, these

cycle (Roussot-Larroque, 1977, 1985, 1988), which

elements were replaced by broad weapon elements

totally contradicted the vision of J.G. Rozoy by claiming

(trapezes and other evolved points), which are often

the existence of a clear and categorical rupture between

correlated with the development of new debitage

the two major phases of the Mesolithic.

techniques (indirect percussion, perhaps pressure
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flaking). This phenomenon, identified long ago, has

Two radically divergent scenarios, sometimes based

been interpreted as both a rupture—the trapezes would

on the same assemblages, were therefore successively

have been the work of artisans coming from elsewhere

or simultaneously constructed to explain the same

and belonging to a different cultural tradition—and as

phenomenon, namely the passage in the southwest

a sign of continuity. In this latter case, the indigenous

from the First to the Second Mesolithic period. The

substratum would have evolved and new weapon

program that we present here takes this observation as

armatures and associated blank producing methods

its starting point. While recognizing the strong cultural

would have been adopted through contacts, exchanges

signification of weapon elements, our goal is to search

or imitation. In southwestern France, this alternative

for reliable answers based on a thorough knowledge

rapidly became the basis for the development of

of both the sedimentary and stratigraphic contexts and

contradictory scenarios and as soon as the succession

the technical and typological characteristics of these

from triangles to trapezes was recognised, two

armatures throughout the period. Our primary objective

antagonistic positions were successively developed.

is thus to identify the contents of the quivers (fig. 1) in

First, based on the eponymous sites of Sauveterre,

order to apprehend their techno-typological variability

Coulounges concluded that there was no relationship

through time and space and understand the rhythms and

between the Sauveterrian that he had identified and the

cultural meanings of these evolutions while attempting

industries with Trapezes attributed to the Tardenoisian

to integrate them within a global and dynamic perception

(Coulonges, 1935). On the contrary, though he followed

of the history of these societies.

the general scheme proposed by Coulounges, Lacam

In its current stage of development, this program is

emphasised the continuity of the assemblages that he

largely based on data obtained in a geographic zone

excavated at Cuzoul de Gramat (Lacam et al., 1944).

limited to the karst plateau of the high Quercy and its

Cl. Barrière (1956) first favoured the hypothesis of

bordering valleys. Due to the quality of the available

the arrival of exogenous populations, conforming to

record, this zone offers a particularly favourable

the then general vision of the Tardenoisian, which had

context for the study of the dynamics and evolutionary

always been perceived as a homogeneous and expansive

processes of projectile points from the end of the

phenomenon. However, the excavation of the site in the

10th to the beginning of the 5th millennia BC. We will

entrance of Rouffignac Cave later led him to imagine

subsequently extend this initial research zone, perhaps

a possible internal evolution of the Sauveterrian from

to include all of southwestern France. Meanwhile, even

a local base (Barrière, 1972, 1973), though he never

within this favourable context, the data available for the

clearly expressed this hypothesis. J.G. Rozoy finally

most recent phases are still partial and thus cannot be

did though, after studying the remains excavated by Cl.

integrated into a long term explanatory scenario that
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fig. 1 : Principal weapon element types in the Mesolithic of the Quercy region. 1: isosceles triangle; 2: Montclus triangle or similar
object; 3: Sauveterrian bipoint; 4: linear backed point; 5: backed point (rectilinear or slightly curved profile) with a retouched base;
6: obliquely truncated point; 7: Martinet trapeze; 8; “bâtarde” point; 9: Montclus arrowhead.
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would serve as a model. Therefore, we present here data

well as jasperoid flints from the lower Lias (Infralias).

concerning only the earliest phases.

Research in this domain permits us to address questions
concerning acquisition territories and mobility (though

A workshop zone with many advantages :
the high Quercy

the specific question of the variable accessibility of

The zone studied in our program is centred on the

of the forest cover has not been clearly resolved), as

limestone plateau of the Causse de Gramat and extends

well as questions directly related to the economy of

to the north of the Midi-Pyrénées region, between

raw materials and the choices that could have been

the Dordogne and the Lot.

It covers a surface of

determined, or at least favoured, by their different

approximately 1000 km and is characterised by a

qualities. In this paper, the term “local raw material” is

succession of Jurassic limestone plateaus cut through

used in its broad sense, designating all materials present

by deep valleys. The altitude of these tabular surfaces,

in the zone considered: the scale chosen is not that of

which are slightly undulated and dotted with evolved

an archaeological site but that of a workshop-zone,

karstic formations, decreases regularly from east to

meaning all of the Haut Quercy.

2

flint sources during the Mesolithic due to the evolution

west. It thus passes from nearly 500 m on average in

272

the peripheral depressions of Ségala and Limargue,

A last, but not least point, since it was determinant in

where contact is made with the Massif Central, to 350

the selection of this workshop-zone, is the quality of

m in the westernmost part of Bouriane, on the edge

the available documentation. In this case, it consists

of the Perigord. The known Mesolithic sites in the

of more than a dozen recently excavated or studied (a

sector (fig. 2) are thus located at the junction of three

large number of them by us) open-air or rock shelter

very distinct biotopes—dry limestone plateau, humid

sites within a small area, and thus provides, in theory

crystalline plateau opening onto the Massif Central,

at least, reliable data (particularly stone assemblages)

hospitable, but often confined valleys—which offered

within a revised radio-chronological framework.

a contrasted ecological potential with numerous,
often complementary, resources distributed over short

Five of these sites constitute the core of this ensemble

distances. This landscape thus constitutes a significant

and have yielded most of the weapon elements studied

advantage of the study zone since it may have led to

in the context of this research program. They are:

a functional diversification of sites, which in turn
influenced the composition of the lithic assemblages.

a)

Fonfaurès (Lentillac-Lauzès, Lot), excavated

www.palethnologie.org

by M. Barbaza from 1985 to 1987. Located in the high
Another interesting element justifying the selection of

part of the Sagne Valley, this small site occupies an

this zone is the quantity and quality of research devoted

intermediary position (hence its interest) between the

to the characterisation of siliceous raw materials and the

Célé Valley, of which the Sagne is a tributary, and the

identification of their sources. This work has resulted in

southwestern edge of the Causse de Gramat. It yielded

the creation of an excellent and already efficient dataset

a compact sequence that led to the proposition, in the

applicable on a local as well as allochtonous scale

early 1990’s, of a new model for the organization of

(Morala & Turq, 1990; Séronie-Vivien, 1990; Turq,

the southern Mesolithic. This model reaffirmed the

1990; Briois, 1991; Chalard et al., 1994 and 1996;

unity of the Sauveterrian by demonstrating that the

Demars, 1994; Morala & Ortega, 2002; Briand, 2005;

Montclusian is only the middle phase (Barbaza et al.,

Chalard et al., in press). The local lithological potential

1991; Valdeyron, 1994). This sequence is organised as

is represented by Mesozoic (Sécondaire) flints (mostly

follows:

Bajocians and Senonians) and Cenozoic (Tertiaire)

b)

collected from primary sources or alluvial contexts, as

BP, or 9350/8600 cal. BC to deux σ);

L. 6: Early Sauveterrian (Ly 4449: 9650 ± 130

Valdeyron, Bosc-Zanardo & Briand / palethnologie 2008. 1
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fig. 2 : Location of the Haut Quercy zone and the sites described in the text.
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c)

L. 5d to L. 5b: Evolved Early Sauveterrian (Ly

4448: 9140 ± 160 BP, or 8800/7800 cal. BC);
d)

This site yielded 757 tools including 643 weapon
elements (85% of the total tool assemblage).

L. 5a, L. 4b, L. 4a, L. 3 (the two latter levels
Escabasses Cave (Thémines, Lot). Revealed

were more or less disturbed by later occupations):

f)

Middle Sauveterrian (= Montclusian) in an early

by the research of M. Lorblanchet (Lorblanchet, 1974),

phase.

the site of Escabasses, located in the centre of the

The site yielded 735 tools including 518 weapon

Causse de Gramat associates both a cave and a rock

elements, thus comprising 70% of the total tool

shelter occupation. From 1994 to 2002, it was subject

assemblage.

to a series of interventions conducted in the context of
a program directed by one of us (NV). Several studies

e)

of the artefacts and recent excavation data are still in

Lot), explored by F. Champagne from 1967 to 1972, and

progress in preparation for a synthetic publication.

under which one of us (NV) realised a small excavation

The Mesolithic sequence explored during these latter

in 1999 to prepare for the publication of these still

works is located outside the cavity in the zone of the

largely unpublished data (Champagne & Espitalié,

edge of the porch of the rock shelter. The entrance

1972; Champagne & Jaubert, 1981; Champagne et al.,

gallery of the cavity was the subject of only limited work

1990; Marcus, 2000; Briand, 2004; Valdeyron et al.,

(Valdeyron, 1994, 1995 and 2000a). This sequence is

1999). This site is located on the north-east edge of the

organised in two ensembles located at the base of the

Causse de Gramat. The Mesolithic sequence (maximum

archaeological deposit of this porch zone:

depth 1.5 m) is organised as follows:

-

L. 6: Middle Sauveterrian, in an evolved phase

directly below the edge of the overhang, a

(L.6base Ly-12240: 8310 ± 55 BP or 7521/ 7145 cal

single layer (layer D), composed of successive levels

BC; L.6 middle Ly-12238: 8275 ± 60, or 7518/ 7082 cal

of charcoal, ashes and more or less rubified earth, is

BC; L.6 top Ly-10937: 8055 ± 60 BP, or from – 7275

attributed to an evolved Early Sauveterrian;

to -6822 BC).
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The western porch of Les Fieux Cave (Miers,

-

in the back of the shelter, three sedimentary

-

L. 5: Final Mesolithic (Ly-10938: 7135 ± 60

ensembles: D1 (equivalent to D), D2 and D3, attributed

BP, or 6157/5844 cal BC).

to the same chronocultural phase as D.

All levels combined, this site yielded nearly 800 weapon

Two dates were realised under the incentive of F.

elements out of a little more than 1,000 tools.

www.palethnologie.org

Champagne: one for layer D3 (Gif 1807: 9450 ± 190 BP,
pr 9247/8310 cal BC) and the other inside the cavity on

g)

charcoal trapped in a level sealing, stratigraphically at

in a limestone sinkhole in the heart of the Causse de

least, the Mesolithic occupation (Gif 4281: 9060 ± 190

Gramat. Its main component is located in a natural rock

BP, or 8725- 7659 cal BC). In 2000, new dates were

shelter, composed of the entrance gallery of a cavity

realised on wood charcoal samples collected throughout

and its exterior extensions, which form the two lateral

the entire depth of Layer D. The following results are

rock shelters extending on either side of the porch.

presented in the stratigraphic order of their collection:

Concordant indications suggest that during different

Ly 1767 (Poz-531): 9260 ± 70 BP or 8696/8299 cal BC;

periods of the Mesolithic, at least part of the sinkhole

Ly 1765 (Poz-529): 9220 ± 70 BP or 8611/8294 cal BC;

was also used as an open-air habitat. The site was

Ly 1763 (Poz-525): 9080 ± 70 BP or 8541/7999 cal BC;

explored between 1923 and 1933 by R. Lacam, who

Ly 1766 (Poz-530): 8900 ± 70 BP or 8258/7794 cal

dug test pits first inside the cavity and then in one of

BC; Ly 10805: 8075 ± 90 BP or 7311/6699 cal BC (the

the two rock shelters. In addition to a burial, for which

pertinence of this latter date, obtained at the top of level

the site is internationally known, he revealed a well

D but much younger than the others, is questionable).

preserved Mesolithic sequence, covering in particular

Le Cuzoul (Gramat, Lot). This site is located

Valdeyron, Bosc-Zanardo & Briand / palethnologie 2008. 1

the end of the period (Lacam et al., 1944). Starting in

several thousands of lithic artefacts during walking

2005, new research has led to a better knowledge of the

surveys, an excavation was undertaken in 2003 to

archaeological sequence through the study of numerous

evaluate the residual archaeological potential of the site.

objects found in the back dirt of the earlier excavations

A dozen manual test pits showed that the archaeological

and the first results of our own excavations. This

level had been destroyed by agricultural activities

sequence clearly appears to be more complete than that

and research was thus discontinued (Valdeyron et al.,

published in 1944 since we were able to characterise, in

2005).

addition to final Mesolithic occupations that had already

The very typical lithic artefacts indicate two occupation

been well identified (but for which a large quantity of

phases: one during the Early Sauveterrian, and the

artefacts was collected), occupations during the Azilian,

other during the Late/Final Mesolithic. Though the lack

Montclusian and probably the Sauveterrian and Early

of spatial and stratigraphic data prevents the site from

Neolithic (Valdeyron et al., 2005, 2006 and 2007). Le

contributing to certain questions, the lithic artefacts

Cuzoul could thus covers all of the period concerned

can nonetheless participate in a typo-technological

by our research program, and is thus a particularly

analysis. The interest of this site, however, does not

strategic site.

lie in its weapon armatures, which are in fact not very
numerous (a dozen or so for the Early Sauveterrian

The artefacts included in our study collection can be

and 6 for the Late/Final Mesolithic), but rather in the

divided into to three categories:

relative abundance of blades and bladelets produced by

the weapon elements of the Lacam collection

a Montbani type reduction sequence and the associated

(which represents only a small part of the material

cores, the latter being poorly represented in other

previously collected), conserved at the Cabrerets

Quercy assemblages.

-

Museum and consisting of a few dozen pieces, which
correspond to those presented in the publication;
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These five sites thus cover all, or at least a large part,

the weapon elements found during back dirt

of the period concerned by our program (fig. 3) and

sieving: these currently represent nearly 400 objects,

have yielded a total of nearly 2,500 weapon elements.

at least half of which belong to the later phases (their

Of course, all of these data do not have the same

value is of course limited, but they nonetheless offer

documentary capacity. Some, for example, cannot be

a good vision of the techno-typological variability, in

clearly positioned within the chronological framework.

particular for the broad weapon elements that are still

They nonetheless constitute a nearly unique corpus

poorly known.

whose quantity and heuristic value should progressively

-

the weapon elements found in place during our

increase, particularly with the advancement of work at

excavations: though only a few dozen have currently

Cuzoul. We will thus be able to gradually refine the

been found, they will play an essential role in the

scenarios based on the chronology, while improving the

future.

data (notably paleo-environmental) necessary to replace

-

h)

The site of Trigues (Le Vigan, Lot). Discovered

Bouriane, west of the Causse de Gramat, around ten

The First Mesolithic: Early and Middle Sauveterrian (Montclusian)

km south of Gourdon. It occupies the head of a small

Let us briefly address the question of functional analyses,

valley at around 350 m altitude and covers surface of

which though crucial, are somewhat beyond our personal

approximately 3000 m2 (of little significance in fact,

competencies. The projectile point or lateral element

since the artefacts were dispersed over this surface by

function of these microlithic tools, a priori qualified as

agricultural machines). Following the collection of

weapon armatures, has been demonstrated several times

by P. Roussel, this open-air site is located in the

www.palethnologie.org

these artefacts within their original context.
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over the last thirty years through use-wear analyses in

proportions comparable (as far as this can be determined

Early and Middle Mesolithic contexts in western Europe

given the small size of these pieces) to those recorded

(e.g. Odell, 1978; Dumont, 1988; Khedhaier, 2003). This

for the other tools in this industry.

same result was obtained for the two sites in Quercy that

Knapping during the full debitage (primary blank

have been subject to this type of analysis, Fontfaurès

production) phase was generally realised on unipolar

(Philibert, 1991 and 2000) and Les Fieux (Khedhaier, in

cores, most often with a soft stone hammer, or sometimes

press). In both cases, the use of microliths as projectile

with a small, hard stone cobble. These actions were

weapon elements is demonstrated by the presence of

oriented toward the production of thin, relatively

micro and macro impact traces on geometric microliths

narrow and elongated blanks (short bladelets or small

(triangles and segments) and other non geometric

elongated flakes), destined principally for the fabrication

types. The simultaneous presence of these tools in the

of weapon elements. A certain degree of anticipation is

assemblages thus raises the question, which will remain

perceptible in the rather frequent choice of small raw

unanswered until their efficacy can be measured, of the

material volumes (rarely more than 10 cm in length)

criteria used in the choice between different tools and

with natural convexities that allowed the creation of

hafting methods. A barb function, with insertion of the

multiple surfaces and reduced the preparation phase.

large or small truncation, is also attested, at Les Fieux

This intention is particularly manifest in the frequent

only for triangles and segments (Khedhaier, ibid).

use of stones collected in alluvial contexts: the form and

Une séquence presque complète...

production objective (the weapon elements are rarely

Néolithique ancien

longer than 20 mm), while allowing a simplification of

Escabasses C.5

Mésolithique ultime (?)

the initial preparation phases. This simplification of the

Cuzoul, Trigues

Mésolithique récent/final

beginning of the core reduction sequence contrasts with

Escabasses C.6

Montclusien moyen

the greater care devoted to the full debitage phase. This

Fontfaurès C.4a/C.3

Montclusien ancien

is shown by frequent repairs to the striking platform,

Sauveterrien ancien récent

often careful abrasion of overhangs on the striking

Sauveterrien ancien

platform (though this characteristic is perhaps related

Sauveterrien très ancien

to the percussion technique), as well as the frequent

Cuzoul

276

dimensions of these cobbles was perfectly adapted to the

Fieux D1, Fontfaurès C.5/4b
Fieux D3 Cuzoul base
Fontfaurès C.6

validée par la chronologie C14
fig. 3 : Relative position of the different levels of the five
reference sites in the Mesolithic chronological sequence
of Quercy.

correction of convexities. At Les Fieux, as at Fontfaurès,
the reduction sequences were spatially separated: the
relative rarity of cortical products indicating that most
of the cores were prepared elsewhere before being

www.palethnologie.org

introduced into these sites.
The data obtained at Les Fieux (Marcus, 2000; Briand,

The weapon elements were fabricated after a systematic

2004), which confirm and complete those reported

and rigorous selection of the best blanks. These were

at Fontfaurès (Briois, 1991), allow a satisfying

the most regular pieces, in particular those with straight

characterisation of the first part of the production

dorsal ridges, and a rectilinear or slightly curved

sequence of these armatures. They reveal a number

profile. Those with a thickness of less than 2-2.55 mm

of probably general traits (the analyses in progress at

were also preferred. The quality of this Sauveterrian

Escabasses give the same indications), along with other

knapping, usually appreciated only after observation of

elements that appear to be more specifically related to

the unretouched products, is often underestimated. The

the status of each site (fig. 4).

lower quality blanks were sometimes used as second

All of the available local raw materials were used for

choices, but we often find them in high proportions

the fabrication of weapon elements of all types, with

among the unretouched debitage products, which can

Valdeyron, Bosc-Zanardo & Briand / palethnologie 2008. 1

was revised in stages and more or less completely

value. In the Middle phase, during which triangular

(Valdeyron, 1991, 1994).

geometric armatures of the “Montclus Triangle” type

For several reasons, it is the geometric triangular

(often hyper-microlithic, always narrow and retouched

armatures that captured our attention most: in the

on three sides) became common, small flake-bladelets

majority of sites, this is the best represented weapon

were also frequently used as blanks.

element; this type is present (in contrast to the others)

The fracturation of these lamellar blanks by the

throughout the two phases of the First Mesolithic, and;

microburin technique is attested, particularly during the

their variations through time seem to have a particular

early phase, on pieces shaped by truncations (triangles or

significance, which merited testing. We conducted

points). The frequency of this technique is more difficult

a Principal Components Analysis on a collection of

to estimate as the associated trihedral points are rarely

421 whole pieces constituted from the assemblages of

preserved. In addition, since the weapon elements could

Fontfaurès and Le Fieux (to which we added a few pieces

have been fabricated away from the site, the quantity

from the sites of Chez Jugie in Corrèze and Salzets in

of microburins present is only indicative. Regardless,

Aveyron). This test allowed us to propose a morphometric

the use of this technique does not seem to have been

typology in which symmetric forms gradually pass

systematic. Moreover, it clearly regresses during the

into forms more distant from the symmetry of the two

middle phase (observation first made at Fonfaurès and

truncations. Isosceles Triangles and Montclus Triangles

then confirmed at Escabasses). This phenomenon is

occupy the two extremities of this range of variation.

probably linked to the development of narrow armatures

The novelty of this typology lies not so much in the

of the “Montclus Triangle” type, whose truncations were

identification of these extreme types and the associated

usually created by the abrupt edge retouch technique.

intermediary types (the G.E.E.M. typology, 1969 and

The truncations, like the backed edges, were realised

1972, had already more or less identified these), but in

by abrupt direct retouch, often becoming semi-abrupt

the recognition of a chronological gradient represented

retouch on the apical part of the blank. A few of the

in the percentages of the principal types. This gradient

thicker pieces have abrupt alternating retouch, but they

marks the passage from the early to the middle phase

are rare. On all of the weapon element types, the retouch

(Montclusian) of the Sauveterrian, thus also confirming

is generally very regular; the delineation of retouched

the phyletic nature of the relationship between these

edges only exceptionally takes the form of slight

two ensembles (fig. 6).

denticulations. On the triangular geometric elements,

The non geometric weapon elements were not subject

the third side sometimes has a slight distal retouch,

to a factor analysis; we applied more classic approaches

closer to a scraping than to true shaping retouch. A few

to these objects, with analyses consisting mostly of

triangular or ogival points have inverse retouch on the

adapting to these southern contexts the classifications

base. This retouch, which is generally semi-abrupt, is

conceived (those of G.E.E.M.) in order to have a much

in this way distinct from the very flat inverse retouch

more general scope. The Fontfaurès sequence allowed

present in the more recent phases.

us to clarify the rhythm of their appearance and to

Globally, and independently of the type of weapon

recognize that some of them have a chronological

element considered, these productions are thus associated

significance: while the narrow, backed bladelets, linear

with the use of relatively simple production strategies,

backed points and points with a retouched base (either

starting from blank production until the shaping of the

ogival or triangular) do not show significant variation in

tool, resulting in relatively standardised products, despite

their percentage of representation from level to level at

a certain typological diversity (fig. 4 and 5).

this site, Sauveterrian Points (absent or very rare in the

This typological diversity opened another research

assemblages attributed to the early phase) and obliquely

perspective concerning these products, whose typology

truncated points (which are, on the contrary, absent
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fig. 4 : left, blade core from level D of Les Fieux at Miers (excavation F. Champagen, drawings O. Marcus); right, Sauveterrian
core reduction sequence at Fontfaurès at Lentillac-Lauzès (excavation M. Barbaza, after Barbaza 1999).
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fig. 5 : Diverse weapon elements of the evolved Early Sauveterrian of level D of Les Fieux at Miers (excavation F. Champagne,
drawings T. Briand).
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fig. 6 : Graphic treatment of the results of the Principal Components Analysis applied to a series of 421 geometric weapon elements. Left, distribution of individuals according
to the symmetry index “Is” (length of the large truncation/length of the small truncation) and elongation index “la” (length/width) before and after the PCA. Right, interpretation
of the results showing the existence of four morphometric tendencies whose variations in percentage evolve through time (after Valdeyron, 1994).
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or extremely rare in the upper levels) do show such

technique. This technique was nearly abandoned during

a variation. The first observations made at Les Fieux

the middle phase, but is then apparently frequently

(Briand, 2004) and at Escabasses seem to confirm the

used to sever blanks for the fabrication of trapezes

status of chronological marker for these two weapon

and triangular points. We have recorded several dozen

element types, whose percentage variations indicate

examples at Trigues and already nearly 150 in the

changes in the conception of the wounding parts

disturbed assemblages of Cuzoul (the characteristic

of arrows, even if they always associate a piercing

morphology of these blanks allows us to attribute them

extremity and lateral cutting edges.

with certitude to the later phases of the Mesolithic. In
contrast to earlier phases, trihedral points are very

The Second Mesolithic : first data

often preserved in this phase, spared at least in part

The current state of the documentation does not yet

by the abrupt retouch of the notch. This microburin

allow a satisfying characterisation of the production

technique is nonetheless not exclusive. Though we

sequences of the broad weapon elements (triangles or

have not yet determined the reasons for choosing

trapezes) typical of this period. It also does not allow us

between these techniques, blanks were also severed by

to address the question of the relationships between the

simple breaks. Some of the blanks sectioned by this

two major phases of the Mesolithic. Nonetheless, based

latter technique also have the remains of a trihedral

on observations of the artefacts collected in the back

point: several pieces at Trigues are perfect examples

dirt of Lacam at Cuzoul and of the artefacts collected at

and thus suggest an explanation related to typological

Trigues, we can make a few significant remarks that are

criteria (the objects in question are rectangular trapezes

of interest here.

in the process of fabrication, the fracture allowing the
creation of a small base).

Local raw materials are always largely dominant and

The shaping itself was realised by abrupt retouch,

our first observations do not seem to show particular

which was always direct and most often in the form

choices related to the manufacture of weapon elements.

of truncations, but also on the edges. This retouch was

It is possible, however, that some “discrete” features

generally very regular. Many trapezes and points also have

could have played a role in favour of a particular type

inverse retouch on their base. This retouch is sometimes

within a large family of materials. It indeed appears that

semi-abrupt, but more often flat and was often carefully

there was a preference for homogeneous, fine-grained

realize. In most cases, the inverse retouch is posterior to

materials, which was perhaps related to more restrictive

the base modifying truncation. Direct thinning retouch

and demanding production objectives (cf. infra).

is also present on various types, particularly large,
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triangular points (the bâtard, or hybrid, points of Lacam),
on which it often covers a significant part of the base.

high-quality blade-bladelet blanks (i.e. comparable to

On the Montclus arrowheads, this retouch often becomes

Montbani or Montclus types [Rozoy1978]). The pieces

invasive and always starts from an inverse semi-abrupt

observed at Trigues (fig. 7) and Cuzoul are clearly

retouch that serves as the pressure flaking platform. All of

characterised by intentionally laminar products with a

these particular pieces merit intensive study in order, for

slightly curved profile and with edges parallel to the

example, to record significant recurrences in the different

straight dorsal ridges (there are many pieces with three

retouch sequences and their organizational rhythms.

planes). Certain elements, such as the presence of a few
concave butts, suggest the use of indirect percussion.

A temporary conclusion
As we have seen, the Quercy zone is particularly well

Concerning the shaping of weapon armatures, we must

adapted to a research program concerning the evolution

first note the abundant reappearance of the microburin

of lithic weapon elements during the Mesolithic. For

www.palethnologie.org

These materials were exploited primarily to obtain
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fig. 7 : lithic artefacts from Trigues at Vigan (prospections P. Roussel); 1-4: unipolar blade/bladelet cores probably knapped by indirect
percussion; 6-8: microburins; 9-14: examples of regular blanks with two or three dorsal planes; 15-17: asymmetric trapezes (17 is a
Martinet trapeze, the two others approach the definition of this type, particularly by the presence of semi-abrupt inverse retouch of the
small base posterior to the truncation); 18-20: trapeze performs (the small base is created from a break).
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